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Overview

This document includes additional details and results from the pub-
lication "Examining Explicit Discretization in Spectral Schemes".
The contents have been separated into five appendices, each of
which is summarized in the table of contents below. Appendix A
and Appendix B provide details and discussions related to how we
generated and, subsequently, numerically modeled the color maps
we investigated. Appendix C justifies the methods employed to se-
lect bandwidths for the kernel density estimates in our analyses.
Appendix D provides additional details regarding the descriptive
statistics that we ran using the number of delimiters counted and
placed by the study participants. Finally, Appendix E provides a
comprehensive overview of results and analyses discussed in Sec-
tions 5 and 6 of the paper.

This document does not include the high-resolution figure ver-
sions, cleaned study data, or the study software also mentioned in
the paper; each of those have been included separately within the
archive containing this document. Additional details on those items
can be found in the accompanying README file.
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Figure 1: CIELCh profiles for three Kindlmann color map variants: the original paper version, the modified version used in our study, and
Moreland’s version.

A. The Kindlmann Color Map

The Kindlmann color map is one of two color maps introduced
by Kindlmann et al. [KRC02] while outlining a novel method for
quickly and individually controlling for perceived luminance in a
device-dependent RGB color space. In the paper, Kindlmann et al.
illustrate how their method can be used to take the control points
of the traditional rainbow color map and create either an isolu-
minant rainbow or a rainbow color map that linearly increases in
luminance. The latter, variations of which are shown in Figure 1,
is colloquially referred to as the Kindlmann color map [Mor16,
DPR∗18]. Although Kindlmann et al. never specifically advocated
for people to use either of these color maps, both color maps have
an established pattern of recognized use within the visualization
community [Mor16, STP17, YLL15, ZH16, DPR∗18, CZC∗18].

The Kindlmann color map belongs to larger set of spiral color
maps, which vary monotonically in luminance in order to ac-
curately convey form information while simultaneously spiraling
through a range of hues in order to reduce simultaneous contrast
and improve value estimation [Mor16, War88]. Alternate exam-
ples of spiral color maps include the cubehelix [Gre11] and black
body [Mor16] color maps. As stated in the paper, we settled on the
Kindlmann color map, because it traverses a similar distribution of
hue values to the traditional rainbow and jet color maps, and it ex-
hibits clear banding effects that cannot be explained by luminance
variation [DPR∗18].

Unfortunately, a widely accepted device-independent definition
of the Kindlmann color map does not currently exist. The original
color map presented by Kindlmann et al. was derived using indi-
vidualized, device-dependent judgments made by one of the au-
thors [KRC02]. Even though the color map was designed to vary
linearly in perceived luminance, as Figure 1 shows, the lightness
(L*) profile of the color map is not completely linear when eval-
uated in a perceptually uniform color space such as CIELAB or
CIELCh. Niccoli proposes a practical solution of simply modify-

ing the color map to force the lightness profile to be linear [Nic12].
Moreland, on the other hand, attempted to programmatically define
a device-independent version of the Kindlmann color map directly
in CIELAB [Mor16].

Figure 1 illustrates the differences between the various versions
of the Kindlmann color map in sRGB color space. On a monitor
properly calibrated to display sRGB, Moreland’s version contains
increasingly pronounced blue and yellow banding compared to the
original version proposed by Kindlmann et al. A similar difference,
however, is likely discernible in a wide variety of real-world view-
ing conditions (e.g., utilizing the device-dependent RGB of dif-
ferent monitors with different calibration settings under different
lighting conditions) [Sza18], despite not being fully reflective of
true CIELCh coordinates. In line with our H2 hypothesis, this dif-
ference appears to correspond to major differences in the underly-
ing chroma (C*) profiles.

Although many of the papers that employ the Kindlmann color
map do not specify what version of the color map they use [STP17,
YLL15, DPR∗18], we opted to linearize the the luminance profile
of the original paper version, following the general process out-
lined by Niccoli [Nic12]. We reconstructed the color map directly
from the figure image included in the original paper, converted the
color map to CIELAB, replaced the luminance profile with a linear
ramp, and finally converted the result back to sRGB. The result-
ing color map reasonably approximates the original version and is
straightforward to reproduce.

The downside of deriving the Kindlmann color map in this man-
ner, however, is that the resulting color map contains a notable
amount of noise in both its CIELCh chroma and hue profiles. As we
discuss in Appendix B, the numerical methods employed to derive
both cusps and and inflection points within the CIELCh profiles
are highly sensitive to noise, generating artifacts in our indicator
set derivations.

c© 2019 The Author(s)
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B. Indicator Derivation Process

Section 5.2 of the paper outlines the process we used to derive
the locations of both cusps and inflection points from the CIELCh
luminance, chroma, and hue profiles of the 4 color maps in the
study. Since numerical approximations are known to be sensitive to
noise [KC01], we begin by smoothing the values of the luminance,
chroma, and hue profiles using a Gaussian, where the amount of
smoothing is parameterized by σ. We then create cubic-spline in-
terpolating polynomials that approximate those smoothed CIELCh
profiles.

The locations of cusps are derived using the second and third
derivatives of these interpolating polynomials. The roots of the
third derivative provide the locations of local maxima/minima in
the second derivative, which represents curvature. The absolute
value of the second derivative provides curvature magnitude, which
can be thresholded to find the set of local maxima/minima with ar-
bitrarily high curvature magnitude, which represent cusps. Inflec-
tion points can be derived similarly, using the roots of the second
derivative (i.e., locations of zero curvature) and thresholding based
on gradient magnitude. This process is illustrated in Figure 5 of the
paper, a modified version of which is reproduced in Figure 2 for
convenience.

Smoothing and thresholding, however, can do only so much
to reduce numeric artifacts. Figure 2 highlights that the derived
set inflection points contain spurious indicators associated with
boundary conditions and cusps, which are caused by approximating
the chroma profile using a cubic-spline interpolating polynomial,
which is fully continuous and differentiable everywhere. One could
increase the thresholding parameter (τ) to eliminate these spurious
indicators, but doing so would also eliminate real inflection points
that we want to capture (e.g., the inflection points seen at approxi-
mately 0.63 and 0.91). Alternatively, one could try to increase the
amount of smoothing (σ) performed before generating the interpo-
lating polynomial. Increasing smoothing too much, however, can
alter the chroma profile significantly, raising questions about the

Color Map Indicator Profile σ τ

Traditional Cusps L* 0 90000
Traditional Cusps C* 0 37000
Traditional Inflection Points L* 0.6 295
Traditional Inflection Points C* 1.0 135
Traditional Inflection Points h 0 3

Jet Cusps L* 0 60000
Jet Cusps C* 0 80000
Jet Cusps h 0 990
Jet Inflection Points L* 1.2 158
Jet Inflection Points C* 0.8 100
Jet Inflection Points h 1.0 6

Kindlmann Cusps C* 1.3 18000
Kindlmann Cusps h 1.7 270
Kindlmann Inflection Points C* 1.5 370
Kindlmann Inflection Points h 2.5 3.4

Table 1: Gaussian smoothing (σ) and thresholding (τ) parameters
used to derive each set of cusps and inflection points.

Figure 2: Deriving the chroma (C*) indicators for the traditional
rainbow color map: (upper) the cubic spline approximation of the
chroma profile, (center) the derived gradient magnitude, and (bot-
tom) the derived curvature magnitude. Horizontal lines show the
thresholds used to isolate the cusps and inflection points, which
are represented by the vertical lines overlaid on the chroma pro-
file. Bullet symbols (•) highlight the inclusion of numeric artifacts
among the derived inflection points.

representativeness of the resulting indicators. These problems are
only exacerbated when noise is introduced into the derivation pro-
cess, such as with the Kindlmann color map.

We opted to manually remove any spurious indicators linked
to numeric or noise-based artifacts. Figure 3 shows our proposed
indicator sets before and after this manual removal. The specific
smoothing and thresholding parameters used to derive the indicator
sets shown in Figure 3 can be found in Table 1. The archive con-
taining this document also includes a jupyter notebook† that con-
tains an interactive tool for exploring the impact of varying these
smoothing and thresholding parameters (see Figure 4).

In order to maintain a high level of accuracy in our derived indi-
cator sets, we attempted to minimize the amount of smoothing per-
formed in each indicator set derivation. Differences in the amount
of smoothing across indicators sets, however, may result in slight
variations in the locations of indicators that should be coincident.
A notable example of this can be seen in 4 nearly coincident cusps
across the chroma and hue profiles of the Kindlmann color map
(marked in 3b). The offsets among these 4 indicators is a constant
amount (+/- 0.00392), which sensitivity analysis suggests is tied
directly to the difference in σ values. Given the very small orders
of magnitude involved, we did not conduct a complete sensitivity
analysis of all indicators, but we argue this validates our decision
to minimize smoothing to improve accuracy wherever possible.

† For details on how to run the jupyter notebook, see the archive README.

c© 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 3: A comparison of the original sets of indicators derived using the smoothing and thresholding parameters in Table 1 vs. the
indicator sets we wound up using in our analysis. Bullet symbols (•) mark 4 nearly coincident indicators across the Kindlmann chroma and
hue profiles. The offset appears to be explained by differences in the smoothing parameters used between the indicator sets.

Figure 4: An interactive tool for exploring the smoothing and thresholding parameter spaces for finding cusps and inflection points in the
CIELCh profiles of each color map in our study.
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C. Kernel Density Estimates and Dependent Data

Kernel density estimation (KDE) is a non-parametric method for
estimating the probability density function f (x) for some random
variable X . KDE is considered a fundamental data-smoothing prob-
lem where inferences about a population are made based on a finite
data sample. It is widely used in inference procedures across fields
such as machine learning [BCM∗13], signal processing [BPR04],
data mining [Agg07], and econometrics [ZD12].

An implementation of KDE requires the selection of a suitable
kernel weight function, the selection of an appropriate bandwidth
tuning parameter, and representatively sampled data [ZD12]. A
suitable kernel weight function can often easily be selected by rely-
ing on one of a handful of widely used kernels: uniform, Gaussian,
Epanechnikov, biweight, and triweight [ZD12]. The selection of an
appropriate bandwidth, on the other hand, is often more involved.

In many cases, a reasonable bandwidth can be selected manually
by simply by looking at the density estimates produced by a range
of bandwidths [ZD12], which is roughly analogous to performing a
sensitivity analysis. However, a wide range of automatic bandwidth
selection mechanisms also exist, some of which are even theoreti-
cally optimal given the appropriate set of assumptions [Loa99].

One of the major assumptions associated with optimal band-
width selection is that underlying data samples are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) [AC10]. The participant delim-
iter placements collected during our study, however, likely fail to
meet this assumption. In Section 4.5 of our paper, we highlight
that Smeulders et al. show that the placement of black line de-
lineations in a diffracted spectrum change the number of distinct
colors perceived, which leads to the placement of additional de-
lineations [SCA94]. We also experienced a similar phenomenon in
our early experimental prototypes, suggesting that a given partici-
pant’s delimiter placements are dependent on one another, with the
positions of antecedent delimiters affecting the placement of sub-
sequent delimiters.

For cross-validation (CV) approaches to selecting an optimal
bandwidth, however, the i.i.d. assumption is likely overly conserva-
tive. For CV, what is important is that the test and training datasets
are independent, with the individual samples in both datasets stem-
ming from the same underlying distribution [VRE∗17, SLJ∗17].
Samples within the test and training datasets, however, can have
dependencies [SLJ∗17]. Under these relaxed assumptions, leave-
subject-out/leave-cluster-out CV approaches have also been shown
to possesses theoretic optimality [XH12].

Because we expect dependencies only among a given sub-
ject’s delimiter placements, a leave-subject-out CV approach is en-
tirely appropriate for analyzing our experimental data. In keep-
ing with recommended practices, we used a 90%:10% test-train
split, and we employed a repeated Monte-Carlo CV strategy to
keep the number of folds large given our relatively small sample
sizes [RBC∗17,SLJ∗17,LVS∗17]. The jupyter notebook accompa-
nying this document (see the README for details) also includes
an interactive tool that allows users to directly explore the sensitiv-
ity of the kernel density estimates in our paper by varying a fixed
bandwidth. We are not including a proper sensitivity analysis, how-
ever, since leave-subject-out CV provides a stronger argument for
our bandwidth selections.

c© 2019 The Author(s)
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D. Descriptive Statistical Analysis (Expanded)

As stated in Section 5.1 of the paper, we conducted a linear mixed-
effects analysis because we employed mixed design with unbal-
anced sample sizes. Participants were modeled as a random ef-
fect, and color map (traditional, grayscale, jet, Kindlmann), dataset
(1D, 2D, complex), instruction condition (category, boundary), re-
sponse method (counted, placed), and potential color-map:dataset
and instruction:response-method interactions were all modeled as
fixed effects. Additionally, the grayscale color map and complex
dataset were used as reference groups, given that we hypothesized
differences compared to these groups.

An R Markdown file containing all of the code and resulting
model outputs is included in the archive containing this document
(see the README for details). Here, we provide a detailed null
hypothesis significance testing (NHST) style summary of the find-
ings.

The linear mixed-effects model revealed that each of the rainbow
color maps elicited significantly more delineations than grayscale
(traditional M = 6.29, SD = 1.74, t(275.01) = 5.19, p < .001; jet
M = 7.83, SD = 2.75, t(275.01) = 9.41, p < .001; Kindlmann M =
7.06, SD = 2.98, t(275.01) = 6.77, p < .001; grayscale M = 4.85,
SD = 3.07). Furthermore, the 1D dataset elicited significantly more
delineations than the complex dataset(1D M = 6.67, SD = 3.12;
complex M = 6.18, SD = 2.46)(t(275.01) = 1.96, p < .049). Al-
though main effects did not reveal a significant difference between
the 2D and complex datasets (t(275.01) = −1.61, p = .106), the
analysis did show significant interactions between some of the
color maps and the 2D vs. complex datasets. In particular, we found
significant interactions between the grayscale and jet color maps for
the 2D vs. complex datasets (t(275.01) = 4.79, p < .001), as well
as between the grayscale and Kindlmann color maps for the 2D vs.
complex datasets (t(275.01) = 3.40, p < .001).

To evaluate these interactions, we ran the previously described
model on the grayscale, jet, and Kindlmann color maps separately.
Post hoc analysis revealed that, for both the jet and Kindlmann
color maps, participants perceived significantly more boundaries
for the 2D dataset (jet M = 8.52, SD = 2.70; Kindlmann M = 7.35,
SD = 2.73), compared to the complex dataset (jet M = 7.21, SD =
2.30, t(275.9) = 7.55, p < .001; Kindlmann M = 6.54, SD = 2.85,
t(275.9) = 4.47, p < .001). The grayscale color map, however, did
not show a significant difference between the 2D (M = 4.41, SD =
3.36) and complex (M = 4.82, SD = 2.08) datasets (t(276.01) =
−1.67, p = 0.96).

These findings support the idea that both the color map and the
dataset characteristics influence how people perceive color cate-
gories/boundaries in a color-mapped visualization. As discussed in
Section 5.1 of the paper, however, these conclusions need to be
contextualized by an understanding of the distribution of those per-
ceived boundaries.
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Figure 5: A reproduction of Figure 7 from the paper, which shows
the mean number of delineations that participants perceived and/or
placed along with the 95% confidence interval for each color map
and dataset.
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E. Results Overview (Expanded)

This appendix includes both an expanded discussion of observed
patterns in participants’ responses for the grayscale stimuli and
a comprehensive overview of participants’ delimiter placements
compared against our anticipated indicators.

Grayscale

Going through the survey responses, we noted multiple cases where
participants mentioned using “lines” in the 1D grayscale stimulus
to place delimiters. Looking closely at that experimental stimulus,
we verified the existence of artifacts that, indeed, look like verti-
cal lines. We were initially concerned that we may have introduced
some sort of error when generating the color map, but we were able
to verify that the artifacts are inherent to all 24-bit RGB represen-
tations of a perceptual grayscale color map. We even verified that
the same artifacts exist in versions of the perceptual grayscale color
map derived and made available by others [Kov15].

Because human perception of luminance follows an approximate
power function [Ste57], a perceptually corrected grayscale color
map represents a non-linear traversal across an RGB color space.
When transformed into a standard 24-bit representation of RGB
(i.e., [255,255,255]), this non-linearity causes some RGB colors to
be omitted and others to be doubled. Figure 6 shows the locations
of these missing and doubled values on top of a reproduction of the
1D grayscale stimuli. The locations of the missing and doubled val-
ues appear to correspond to the locations of the artifacts perceived
in the color map. Despite using the same color map, the 2D and
complex stimuli do not appear to show similar artifacts. We sus-
pect that the visibility of the artifacts is related to the visual angle
subtended by these missing and doubled values, which would also
explain why the effect is more noticeable when the 1D stimulus is
larger.

In the complex grayscale stimulus, however, we also need to ac-
count for data features in our analysis of the results. As illustrated
in Figure 7, we approximated these features through a small set of
isovalues. We derived these isovalues by using a Canny edge de-
tector to find edges in the original dataset, taking the data values
associated with those edge locations, and thresholding the peaks of
the resulting probability distribution approximated via KDE (band-
width = 0.05). We felt that the resulting isovalues (Figure 7d) rea-
sonably reflect the pronounced features in the dataset.

The full set of participants’ delimiter placements across the
grayscale stimuli are shown in Figure 8. We provide explicit com-
parisons against the color map artifacts for the 1D stimuli and
against our approximated data features for the complex stimuli. As
noted in the paper, the doubled values in the color map correspond
to the large cluster of delimiters placed by participants in the lower
range of the color map for the 1D stimulus. It is unclear whether the
delimiters places in the mid-to-high range of the color map are tied
to the missing values in the color map or not. For the complex stim-
uli, the approximated data features correspond to large clusters of
participants’ placed delimiters. In general, these clusters have more
variability than the clusters associated with the perceived bands in
the rainbow color maps. This added variability could be due to the
fact that isovalues are loose approximations of the edges we detect
in the data (compare Figures 7a and 7d).

Figure 6: Visible artifacts in the 1D grayscale stimuli match the
locations of missing (red) and doubled (blue) values inherent to the
perceptual grayscale color map. The effect is more pronounced at
larger sizes, such as the size used in the experiment.

(a) Canny Edge Detection (b) Histogram Edge Values

(c) Peaks from PDF (d) Isovalues

Figure 7: Approximating features in the complex dataset. We first
(a) ran a Canny edge detector. We then (b) took the data values
associated with those edge locations and (c) found the peaks from
a kernel density estimate (KDE) of the probability distribution for
those edge values. After thresholding, the resulting peaks provided
(d) a set of isovalues that reflect the underlying date features.

c© 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 8: The complete set of participant delimiters placements for the grayscale color map. The three rows contain the delimiters associated
with the 1D, 2D, and complex stimuli, respectively. Each row shows both the individual boundaries placed by each participant in that stimuli
and the probability distribution function computed from all boundaries placed in that stimuli. Responses from the boundary condition are on
the left, and responses from the category condition are on the right.
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Rainbow Color Maps

The following pages show the full sets of participants’ delimiter
placements associated with the three different rainbow color maps
in the study. These expanded results show the same general pat-
terns outlined in the paper. The results show consistency in where
color boundaries/categories are perceived and placed across par-
ticipants. The distributions of participants’ responses are similar
across the instruction conditions. Many of the trends or clusters in
participants’ delimiter placements do appear to correspond to cusps
and/or inflection points in the perceptual dimensions of color for
each color map. Additionally, the results show pronounced shifts
across the different datasets for a given color map, including be-
tween the 1D and 2D stimuli. Finally, as any trends associated
with the approximated complex dataset features also appear to be
present in the 1D and 2D stimuli, the results provide no conclu-
sive evidence that the data features in the complex dataset had any
significant effect on participants’ responses.

c© 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 9: The complete set of participant delimiters placements for the traditional rainbow color map. The three rows contain the delimiters
associated with the 1D, 2D, and complex stimuli, respectively. Each row shows both the individual boundaries placed by each participant
in that stimuli and the probability distribution function computed from all boundaries placed in that stimuli. Responses from the boundary
condition are on the left, and responses from the category condition are on the right.
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Figure 10: The complete set of participant delimiters placements for the jet color map. The three rows contain the delimiters associated with
the 1D, 2D, and complex stimuli, respectively. Each row shows both the individual boundaries placed by each participant in that stimuli and
the probability distribution function computed from all boundaries placed in that stimuli. Responses from the boundary condition are on the
left, and responses from the category condition are on the right.
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Figure 11: The complete set of participant delimiters placements for the Kindlmann color map. The three rows contain the delimiters
associated with the 1D, 2D, and complex stimuli, respectively. Each row shows both the individual boundaries placed by each participant
in that stimuli and the probability distribution function computed from all boundaries placed in that stimuli. Responses from the boundary
condition are on the left, and responses from the category condition are on the right.
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